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Abstract Objective: To present a
novel algorithm for estimating recrui-
table alveolar collapse and
hyperdistension based on electrical
impedance tomography (EIT) during a
decremental positive end-expiratory
pressure (PEEP) titration.
Design: Technical note with illus-
trative case reports.
Setting: Respiratory intensive care
unit. Patient: Patients with acute
respiratory distress syndrome. Inter-
ventions: Lung recruitment and
PEEP titration maneuver. Measure-
ments and results: Simultaneous
acquisition of EIT and X-ray comput-
erized tomography (CT) data. We
found good agreement (in terms of
amount and spatial location) between
the collapse estimated by EIT and CT
for all levels of PEEP. The optimal
PEEP values detected by EIT for
patients 1 and 2 (keeping lung collapse
\10%) were 19 and 17 cmH2O,

respectively. Although pointing to the
same non-dependent lung regions, EIT
estimates of hyperdistension represent
the functional deterioration of lung
units, instead of their anatomical
changes, and could not be compared
directly with static CT estimates for
hyperinflation. Conclusions: We
described an EIT-based method for
estimating recruitable alveolar col-
lapse at the bedside, pointing out its
regional distribution. Additionally, we
proposed a measure of lung hyperdis-
tension based on regional lung
mechanics.
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Introduction

Compelling evidence about the deleterious effects of
mechanical ventilation has accumulated, suggesting that
both lung collapse and alveolar hyperdistension can cause
or perpetuate lung injury [1–4]. Protective ventilatory
strategies have been proposed to minimize this injury [3–6].

Careful titration of positive end-expiratory pressure
(PEEP) following maximal lung recruitment [7–9]
effectively reverses existing collapse and prevents further
alveolar closure. Due to disease heterogeneity, however,
the airway pressure required to maintain some regions of

the lung fully open frequently leads to significant alveolar
hyperdistension in others, even with low tidal volumes
[10, 11]. Thus, a monitoring tool capable of estimating the
location and amount of alveolar collapse and hyperdis-
tension during PEEP titration would be invaluable at the
bedside.

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a noninva-
sive, radiation-free real-time imaging method that
measures global and regional changes in lung volumes
[12–15]. In this article, we introduce a novel EIT-based
algorithm that estimates recruitable alveolar collapse and
hyperdistension during a decremental PEEP titration.
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Methods

Electrical impedance tomography

EIT data were acquired using the impedance tomograph
Enlight� (Dixtal, São Paulo, Brazil), which produces
50 images/s using 32 electrodes. Images based on a 3D
finite element model were reconstructed, assuming a
6-cm-wide cross-section of the thorax, and plotted in a
matrix containing 860 valid pixels from a total of 1,024
(32 9 32). Output pixel values represent percent changes
in local impedance as compared to a reference taken at the
beginning of the acquisition.

Concept of estimating recruitable alveolar collapse

Calculating pixel compliance

To calculate the compliance of a compartment inside the
respiratory system, it is necessary to know the incoming
amount of air (local tidal volume) and its corresponding
driving pressure (inspiratory minus expiratory pressure).
Driving pressure can easily be obtained in a pressure-
controlled mode if both end-inspiratory and end-expira-
tory flows reach zero. At zero flow, alveolar and proximal
airway pressures attain equilibrium so that plateau pres-
sure (Pplateau) and PEEP can be substituted for inspiratory
and expiratory alveolar pressures, respectively. Local
tidal volume, on the other hand, can be estimated by EIT

on a pixel by pixel basis, considering that it correlates
very well with local impedance variations (DZ) [12–15].
We, therefore, calculate pixel compliance as

Compliancepixel ¼
DZ

Pplateau � PEEP
ð1Þ

Estimating recruitable alveolar collapse

During PEEP titration [7–9], there might be relief of
hyperdistension in some regions of the lung while others
collapse progressively, the former leading to increased,
the latter to decreased lung compliance. When monitoring
the overall lung compliance across PEEP steps, we
measure the net result of these two antagonistic phe-
nomena, usually producing a dampened, non-informative
curve. As opposed to global parameters, EIT tracks
changes in ventilation in smaller lung regions, thus
making it possible to assess the spatial distribution of
these concurrent and opposing phenomena. Also, within
each pixel, opposite behaviors can be observed according
to the range of PEEP studied (Fig. 1).

In the concept to be proposed here we assume, as in
previous investigations [16, 17], that the best compliance
of a lung compartment reflects the number of functional
lung units in that region, which, once open, have equiv-
alent compliances. Thus, from the decrease in pixel
compliance, inferences can be made as to the relative

Fig. 1 a Sketch of two pixels in
different locations with respect
to the gravitational vector
(closed circles non-dependent,
open circles dependent pixel)
and b their respective pixel
compliances during a
decremental PEEP titration. c
General concept behind the
estimation of hyperdistension
and collapse; the arrows
represent the loss of compliance
(relative to maximum pixel
compliance) at each PEEP
level, which was used to
calculate both the parameters
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amount of alveolar collapse (amount of units lost) within
that pixel [16, 17]. We devised an EIT-based algorithm
that estimates cumulated alveolar collapse during a dec-
remental PEEP titration, after maximally recruiting the
lung by

1. calculating pixel compliance at every PEEP step
according to Eq. 1;

2. determining at a certain PEEP step the percent change
in compliance for each pixel in relation to its ‘‘best
compliance’’ (Fig. 1c), according to the formula:

Collapsepixel ð%Þ

¼
ðBest compliancepixel � Current compliancepixelÞ � 100

Best compliancepixel

ð2Þ

where Best compliancepixel is the highest compliance
value for each pixel across all PEEP steps, and Col-
lapsepixel (%) is set to 0 if the Best compliancepixel has
not yet been achieved for that pixel.

3. finally estimating the cumulated collapse for the entire
lung at each PEEP step as the weighted average of
Collapsepixel, where the weighting factor is the best
pixel compliance, which is assumed to indicate the
functional size of the lung compartment represented by
a certain EIT pixel:

Cumulated collapse ð%Þ

¼
P860

Pixel¼1 ðCollapsepixelð%Þ � Best compliancepixelÞ
P860

Pixel¼1 ðBest compliancepixelÞ
ð3Þ

Concept of estimating alveolar hyperdistension

During a decremental PEEP trial, the high initial PEEP
levels lead to lung hyperdistension, which can be assessed
as a percent decrease in pixel compliance in relation to its
peak value (Best compliancepixel) measured at lower
PEEPs. Although original in terms of its regional char-
acterization, this concept bears similarities with Bersten’s
attempts to measure overdistension [18] by quantifying
deviations from the most linear portion of the pressure–
volume curve, where compliance is maximal. Similarly to
the estimation of recruitable alveolar collapse, we esti-
mated alveolar hyperdistension according to the formula:

Hyperdistensionpixel ð%Þ

¼
ðBest compliancepixel � Current compliancepixelÞ � 100

Best compliancepixel

ð4Þ

where Hyperdistensionpixel (%) is set to 0 if the Best
compliancepixel has already been achieved for that
pixel (Fig. 1c):

Cumulated hyperdistension ð%Þ

¼
P860

Pixel¼1 ðHyperdistensionpixel � Best compliancepixelÞ
P860

Pixel¼1 ðBest compliancepixelÞ
ð5Þ

Case report

We report two cases of hypoxemic respiratory failure due
to severe pneumonia. The first patient was a 38-year-old
man whose chest radiography showed diffuse opacities.
During baseline ventilation with pure oxygen and PEEP
of 10 cmH2O, arterial oxygen tension (PaO2) was
167 mmHg and reached a maximum of 476 mmHg after
attaining maximal lung recruitment with PEEP level of
45 cmH2O.

The second patient was a 47-year-old man with right
inferior lobe pneumonia. His PaO2 was 204 mmHg at
PEEP of 10 cmH2O with 100% oxygen, and reached a
maximum of 237 mmHg after unsuccessful lung recruit-
ment. Both patients were submitted to a decremental
PEEP titration in 5-min steps of 2 cmH2O, starting at a
PEEP of 25 cmH2O. During the procedure, we kept the
driving pressure constant at 8 cmH2O. Multislice com-
puted tomography (CT) scanning (LightSpeed, GE
Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) during an expiratory
pause was performed at minute 4 of each step, whereas
EIT data and global mechanics were acquired continu-
ously. PEEP values of 19 and 17 cmH2O were the lowest
pressures capable of limiting EIT-based recruitable col-
lapse to 10% or less for patients 1 and 2, respectively. At
those PEEP levels, PaO2 was 556 and 216 mmHg,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the comparison of percent
mass of collapsed lung tissue and hyperinflation estimated
by CT versus collapse and hyperdistension estimated by
EIT [9, 19].

Discussion

In the present study, we described a novel EIT-based
method for estimating recruitable alveolar collapse and
hyperdistension. In two patients in whom we titrated PEEP
while simultaneously acquiring EIT and CT data, we
showed good agreement between the recruitable collapse
estimated by EIT and increase in collapse in relation to
minimum CT collapse for all levels of PEEP. The com-
parison between CT and EIT estimations of recruitable
lung collapse was straightforward because both CT
and EIT methods of estimating lung collapse assumed
that alveolar collapse was an ON/OFF phenomenon
(anatomically and functionally). We also showed that
hyperdistension was identified by EIT in the same
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non-dependent regions marked as hyperinflated by CT.
Nevertheless, EIT hyperdistension was systematically
higher than CT hyperinflation, despite a reasonable

correlation between both quantities (R2 = 0.85 and 0.95,
for patients 1 and 2). This discrepancy existed because
hyperdistension was a functional measure of alveolar
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Fig. 2 a Summary of the PEEP titration process for patients 1 and
2 with EIT images showing hyperdistension on the left and
cumulative collapse on the right column, for two representative
PEEP levels. Note the decrease in hyperdistension and increase in
collapse as PEEP is reduced. For comparison, we show CT images
taken at the respective PEEP levels. All CT pixels presenting
densities\-850 HU were marked in red. Note that EIT images of
collapse just represent zones of re-collapse during the titration
process, not including the non-recruitable zones (arrows). Slice
thickness is 1 cm on CT images and approximately 7 cm on EIT
images. b Line graphs showing the increments (%) of collapsed
tissue from the post-recruitment condition till the lowest possible

PEEP. The collapse in CT was calculated as percent increment of
lung mass showing densities [-100 HU, and represented as open
circles; EIT is represented by closed circles. Patient 2 had a high
initial amount of collapse as measured by CT (58%) even at the
highest PEEP level (first decremental PEEP step), consistent with
the unsuccessful recruitment. The open circles with the fine dotted
line represent the CT estimation of collapse excluding the non-
recruitable pneumonia. EIT-based estimates of hyperdistension
(closed triangles) are also shown, in contrast with hyperinflation
(open triangles) measured by CT (defined as the percent lung mass
showing densities \-850HU). The behavior of global compliance
is presented as a dotted line only
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distension based on the departure from the linear elasticity
of the lung parenchyma, while CT-derived hyperinflation
was an ON/OFF phenomenon based on anatomical, static
densities. Thus, a high parenchymal density at baseline
could have rendered CT analysis insensitive (the hyper-
inflation threshold would hardly be exceeded), whereas
the EIT estimation could still reveal excessive tissue
stretch. Alternatively, distension of already hyperinflated
pixels might have been missed by CT (once the den-
sity threshold was already exceeded), whereas the EIT
could still reveal further deterioration of pixel comp-
liance.

Using the concept of functional imaging described by
Frerichs [14, 20], and combining this information with
airway pressures, we were able to estimate regional
compliances. The changes in pixel compliance during a
decremental PEEP trial were used to estimate collapse
and hyperdistension. These changes were weight-aver-
aged according to each pixel’s maximal compliance to
compensate for different amounts of alveolar units con-
tained within each voxel.

Our method has some limitations: first, all calcula-
tions assume that the driving pressure at the airway
opening is a good surrogate for the local transpulmo-
nary driving pressure. This assumption has been
discussed extensively in CT studies assessing local lung
mechanics [21]. It is based on the premise that the lung
is a freely deformable body within the chest wall and
thus, chest wall compliance affects the lung as a whole.
In our particular case, this assumption also requires that
the chest wall compliance is constant across the titra-
tion process. Therefore, changes in pixel compliance
reflect changes in lung behavior only. By these rea-
sonable assumptions, heterogeneities caused by gravity
are expected to create a gradient of pleural pressures
and alveolar size in proportion to lung weight, but not a
gradient of driving pressures. Therefore, our algorithm
considers driving pressure to be constant for all voxels,
irrespective of their location along the gravitational
vector.

As we follow the gravity vector inside the lung, the
increasing offsets in expiratory transpulmonary pressures
cause a ‘‘right shift’’ in the local pressure–volume curves,
with little effect on its overall shape. Consequently,
maximal compliance values are not affected by the
anterior–posterior position, although the PEEP at which it
occurs displays large variations (Fig. 1b). Thus, by taking
the maximal compliance of the entire PEEP range as the
reference best compliance for each pixel (Fig. 1c), we can
adequately compensate for such offsets in transpulmonary
pressures.

Second, beside these possible inter-voxel heterogene-
ities, we have to consider intra-voxel heterogeneities, i.e.,
voxels containing both open and closed alveoli at a given
alveolar pressure. With the early loss of some alveolar

units, the theoretically possible absolute maximum of
voxel compliance might not be reached during the titra-
tion process, leading to underestimation of both Best
compliancepixel and alveolar collapse. Nevertheless, we
believe that by subdividing the chest anterior-posteriorly
into 32 regions we were able to minimize gravitational
influences—the main source of lung heterogeneity in
ARDS patients [22].

Additionally, EIT measurements are influenced not
only by the amount of air but also by the fluid content of
the thorax. The changes in intrathoracic blood that occur
during a PEEP titration maneuver might produce signifi-
cant offsets in impedance levels. However, our
calculations of pixel compliance only take into account
the tidal variation in impedance within each PEEP step.
Consequently, the influence of fluid shifts should be
minimal, considering that tidal variations in pleural
pressure are low.

Finally, as exemplified in case report 2 (Fig. 2),
maximal recruitment leading to an ‘‘open lung condition’’
is necessary to provide precise collapse estimation. This
requirement exists because EIT is not capable of mea-
suring absolute amounts of alveolar collapse and our
estimation method assumes aeration to be 100% after a
maximal recruitment maneuver. Even though incomplete
lung recruitment interferes with the estimation of the
absolute amount of collapse, we believe that this is of
lesser importance. For the care of an individual patient,
EIT will still provide the amount of collapse in relation to
the minimum possible collapse after lung recruitment and
physicians will be able to titrate PEEP within alveolar
pressure limits considered clinically acceptable.

Other investigators have shown that EIT can be used
to follow changes in lung volume during PEEP titration
maneuvers [23–26] and assess local mechanics in acute
lung injury [27]. We, however, propose a novel method
that uses regional volume allied with the driving pressure
to estimate lung collapse and hyperdistension.

In conclusion, we described a bedside method based
on EIT for estimating recruitable alveolar collapse and its
regional distribution. During a decremental PEEP trial,
the location and quantification of collapse detected by
EIT agreed well with that calculated from CT data.
Additionally, we proposed a measure of lung hyperdis-
tension based on regional lung mechanics. Although this
measure may disclose focal hyperdistension, spatially
coinciding with hyperinflated areas on CT, it should not
be compared directly to CT-hyperinflation because they
have different meanings.
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